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كارشناسي ناپيوسته

عنــوان درس

كد درس/رشته تحصيلي
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Common car maintenance tasks Include: car wash, repair, and so on.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Brown goods are typically small household electrical entertainment appliances.

books managers devices dealers

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Work-related hearing loss continues to be a critical workplace safety and health issue. 

important easy small near

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In 2007, about one third of the world's workers were employed in ..............................

culture space science agriculture
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Small electrical items such as televisions, radios, music and video equipment are called ……………. 

yellow goods household chores

brown goods fabrications
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1. 2.

3. 4.

Other types of stainless steels, such as ferritic and martensitic stainless steels, are not as --------

welded.

easily hopefully mantally logically
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Many different energy .................. can be used for welding, including a gas flame, an electric arc, a

laser, an electron beam, friction, and ultrasound.

floors markets flames sources
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Not all metals are suitable for welding.

dependent different right left

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Profit Incentive drives most of the factors behind any industry; the food industry not least of all. 
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Agriculture refers to the production of food and goods through farming and ............

accounting forestry jumping porting

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Food processing can lower the nutritional value of foods, and introduce hazards not encountered

with naturally-occurring products. 

tools devices ropes dangers

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This method limits where appliances can be ----------- in a home.

placed entertained forced hoped

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The relative significance of farming has dropped steadily since the beginning of industrialization,

and in 2003.

production decision clearance importance
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Machine tools really began to develop after the development of the steam engine, leading to the

Industrial …………….. 

Motion History Revolution Electricity

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The quality of a weld is also dependent -------- the combination of materials used for the base

material and the filler material.

on for at in

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Pes0cide use has increased since 1950 to 2.5 million tons annually worldwide.

weekly yearly every 10 years every 100 years
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The weldability of aluminum alloys ---------- significantly.

To vary Variable Vary Varies

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Canning is a ---------- of preserving food in which the food is processed and sealed in an airtight

container. The process was first developed as a French military discovery by Nicolas Appert. 

method number refrigeration dose
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1. 2. 3. 4.

However, with the use of new technology and proper protection, risks of injury and death

associated with welding can be greatly ------------.

extended started reduced expanded

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A roller is an agricultural tool used for flattening land or breaking up large clumps of soil.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Mass production of food is much cheaper overall than individual production of meals.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

An electrician is a tradesman specializing in electrical wiring of buildings, stationary machines and

related equipment. 

a teacher a skilled person an action man a producer

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The main ………… of the closed loop system is that the demand for a product is matched with the

supply of a used product. 

maintenance software hardware characteristic

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Heat stroke occurs when the body becomes unable to control its temperature. 

buys finds happens forgets
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Supervisors must wear hearing ......... in appropriate areas. 

books protectors computers dealers
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1. 2. 3. 4.

forms drills machines directions

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Cloze Test

Handmade jewelry is jewelry which has been assembled and formed by hand rather

than through the use of ………..26…… . According to the guidelines of the FTC, in

order to be stamped or called "……..27…….." the work must be made solely by hand

power or hand guidance. In essence, this means that jewelry may be made ……

28……. drills, lathes, or other machinery, but it must be guided by human hand. This

precludes the use of punch presses, CNC machinery and casting to name a few

……..29……. that would not qualify as "handmade". Beyond that caveat it can be

anything made out of anything that would be ……30…… jewelry. The American Gem

Trade Association Spectrum awards, the Gem Center Idar Oberstein, and the De

Beers Awards include awards specifically for handmade jewelry. 

modern natural molten handmade

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

using performing producing creating

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

pieces losses processes categories

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

considers considerable considered considerably

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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